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Why choose Cambridge English?

- Cambridge English authors are internationally recognised and experts in the exams
- Vocabulary is precisely targeted to CEFR-level using the cutting-edge English Profile resource
- All of our exam preparation is officially validated by Cambridge English Language Assessment
- Our materials are written using the Cambridge Learner Corpus: research into real exam candidates’ errors and performance

2015 Revised Exams

The Cambridge English: First (FCE), Cambridge English: First (FCE) for Schools and Cambridge English: Advanced (CAE) exams are changing from January 2015. Look out for the 2015 revised exam logo to see which materials prepare students for these new exams.

Official Cambridge English exam preparation

Cambridge University Press and Cambridge English Language Assessment (formerly Cambridge ESOL) have combined our joint expertise in language assessment and educational publishing to bring you the official preparation materials for the Cambridge English exams.

We offer a complete range of lively and comprehensive learning and practice materials to help support educational institutions, teachers and exam candidates.

These include courses, practice tests and supplementary materials in print, online and mobile formats.

eSamples are now available for many of our courses. Visit our online catalogue to request an eSample for any of the products with the blue eSample logo.

www.cambridge.org/elt/exams
Why choose Cambridge English?

• Cambridge English authors are internationally recognised and experts in the exams
• Vocabulary is precisely targeted to CEFR-level using the cutting-edge English Profile resource
• All of our exam preparation is officially validated by Cambridge English Language Assessment
• Our materials are written using the Cambridge Learner Corpus: research into real exam candidates’ errors and performance

2015 Revised Exams

The Cambridge English: First (FCE), Cambridge English: First (FCE) for Schools and Cambridge English: Advanced (CAE) exams are changing from January 2015. Look out for the 2015 revised exam logo to see which materials prepare students for these new exams.

For further information about the changes to the exams, please visit www.cambridgeenglish.org
Cambridge English: Young Learners

Young Learners English Tests (YLE)

Give your child a head start in English

Cambridge English: Young Learners, also known as Young Learners English (YLE), is a series of motivating English-language tests specially produced for children. The tests are designed to make learning fun and children are encouraged by working towards certificates and earning ‘shields’ that record their progress.

Cambridge: Young Learners features three tests. Each one tests the skills of listening, speaking, reading and writing.

- Give your child a head start in English
- Storyfun for Starters, Movers and Flyers
- Cambridge English: Young Learners English Tests (YLE)

Storyfun for Starters, Movers and Flyers

Karen Saxby

Beginner to Elementary

- Enjoyable, story-based Cambridge English: Young Learners (YLE) preparation
- Includes exam-style tasks
- 15 teaching hours per level, extendable to 30

Storyfun provides enjoyable and engaging practice for the Cambridge English: Young Learners (YLE) tests. Each book contains 10 fully illustrated stories followed by fun activities and exam-style questions designed to check learners’ understanding, and practise the grammar, vocabulary and skills needed at each level.

The Teacher’s Book comes with audio recordings of all the stories and listening activities. It also includes step-by-step guidance on how to approach the activities, extra photocopiable materials and a summary of the main grammar and vocabulary points covered in each story.

Practice Tests

Cambridge English: Young Learners

Beginner to Elementary

- Authentic Cambridge English Language Assessment examination papers

There are eight collections of tests for each of the levels: Starters, Movers and Flyers. Each collection contains three full-colour tests. An Audio CD and an Answer Booklet are also available to accompany each collection.
Cambridge English: Young Learners

**Young Learners English Tests (YLE)**

Give your child a head start in English

Cambridge English: Young Learners, also known as Young Learners English (YLE), is a series of motivating English language tests specially produced for children. The tests are designed to make learning fun and children are encouraged by working towards certificates and earning ‘shields’ that record their progress.

Cambridge English: Young Learners features three tests. Each one tests the skills of listening, speaking, reading and writing.

**Storyfun for Starters, Movers and Flyers**

Karen Saxby

Beginner to Elementary

- Enjoyable, story-based Cambridge English: Young Learners (YLE) preparation
- Includes exam-style tasks
- 15 teaching hours per level, extendable to 30

Storyfun provides enjoyable and engaging practice for the Cambridge English: Young Learners (YLE) tests. Each book contains 10 fully illustrated stories followed by fun activities and exam-style questions designed to check learners’ understanding, and practise the grammar, vocabulary and skills needed at each level.

The Teacher’s Book comes with audio recordings of all the stories and listening tests. Each book contains extra photocopiable materials and a summary guidance on how to approach the activities, recording of all the stories and listening tests. The Teacher’s Book comes with audio

Second Edition

Anne Robinson and Karen Saxby

Beginner to Elementary

- Authentic Cambridge English: Young Learners (YLE) preparation
- Includes exam-style tasks
- 60 teaching hours per level, extendable to 80

This popular series provides bright, full-colour preparation material for the Cambridge English: Young Learners (YLE) tests. Fun activities balanced with exam-style questions practise all the areas of the syllabus.

The Teacher’s Book contains creative teaching tips, photocopiable resources and a full, photocopiable practice test. Teachers can also make use of the series website to reinforce language learned in the classroom.

**Practice Tests**

Cambridge English: Young Learners

Beginner to Elementary

- Authentic Cambridge English Language Assessment examination papers

There are eight collections of tests for each of the levels: Starters, Movers and Flyers. Each collection contains three full-colour tests. An Audio CD and an Answer Booklet are also available to accompany each collection.

- Authentic Cambridge English Language Assessment examination papers
- 60 teaching hours per level, extendable to 80

This popular series provides bright, full-colour preparation material for the Cambridge English: Young Learners (YLE) tests. Fun activities balanced with exam-style questions practise all the areas of the syllabus.

The Teacher’s Book contains creative teaching tips, photocopiable resources and a full, photocopiable practice test. Teachers can also make use of the series website to reinforce language learned in the classroom.

**Tests**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tests</th>
<th>CEFR level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cambridge English: Starters</td>
<td>pre-CEFR A1 level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambridge English: Movers</td>
<td>CEFR A1 level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambridge English: Flyers</td>
<td>CEFR A2 level</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fun for Starters, Movers and Flyers**

Second Edition

Anne Robinson and Karen Saxby

Beginner to Elementary

- Authentic Cambridge English: Young Learners (YLE) preparation
- Includes exam-style tasks
- 60 teaching hours per level, extendable to 80

This popular series provides bright, full-colour preparation material for the Cambridge English: Young Learners (YLE) tests. Fun activities balanced with exam-style questions practise all the areas of the syllabus.

The Teacher’s Book contains creative teaching tips, photocopiable resources and a full, photocopiable practice test. Teachers can also make use of the series website to reinforce language learned in the classroom.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tests</th>
<th>CEFR level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cambridge English: Starters</td>
<td>pre-CEFR A1 level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambridge English: Movers</td>
<td>CEFR A1 level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambridge English: Flyers</td>
<td>CEFR A2 level</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cambridge English: Key

Key English Test (KET)

Key English Test (KET) for Schools

This exam follows the same format and level as Cambridge English: Key. The only difference is that the content and treatment of topics have been targeted at the interests and experiences of school-age learners.

Compact Key for Schools

Emma Heydeman with Frances Treloar

- 50-60 teaching hours
- Offers concise, targeted exam preparation focused on maximising your students' exam performance
- Organised by exam skill, each unit deals with one part of each exam paper in turn

Compact Key for Schools delivers intensive, thorough language revision underpinned with exam practice. It's ideal for shorter courses or for use in conjunction with a general English course. Exam tips and advice throughout prepare students for the exam task which follows, while Grammar, Vocabulary and error-correction exercises train students to avoid the common mistakes exam candidates make.

Targeted vocabulary, based on English Profile, means students are permanently 'on level', and teachers have access to two complete practice tests with audio.

Objective Key

Second edition

Annette Capel and Wendy Sharp

- Updated and revised edition of Objective KET course
- 20 concise units with 'spelling spots' and 'grammar extra' sections
- Key words sections informed by English Profile
- Short units offer a variety of lively topics for younger students while providing thorough training in exam skills and solid language development.

Key speaking sections, 'Writing folders' and regular 'Exam folders' provide systematic exam preparation and practice. Key words sections, informed by English Profile, highlight words and meanings that students require to communicate at A2 level.

Supplementary Material

Common Mistakes at KET ... and how to avoid them

Liz Driscoll

Elementary

Based on an analysis of thousands of Cambridge English: Key (KET) examination papers, this book highlights the typical mistakes students make and shows how to avoid them. It is suitable for classroom use and independent learning.

Paperback

Speaking Test Preparation Pack for KET

Speaking Test Preparation Pack for KET for Schools

Elementary

These comprehensive teacher resource packs are written by experts in the exam. They include student workbooks, reference booklets, speaking recorders and feedback sheets.

Paperback with DVD
Complete Key for Schools
David McKeegan

Elementary

- The most authoritative full-length course available
- 14 topic-based units – 70 teaching hours, extendable to 120
- Regular ‘Exam information’ boxes which explain the requirements of exam tasks

Complete Key for Schools combines engaging topics aimed at younger students with information, practice and advice that ensure they are fully prepared for the test.

Informed by Cambridge’s bank of real candidate exam papers, the Cambridge English Corpus, Complete Key for Schools includes examples and exercises which tackle common problem areas at this level.

The course includes grammar and vocabulary exercises on a CD-ROM plus a vocabulary and grammar review every two units for regular progress tracking.

---

Supplementary Material
Common Mistakes at KET ... and how to avoid them
Liz Driscoll

Elementary

Based on an analysis of thousands of Cambridge English: Key (KET) examination papers, this book highlights the typical mistakes students make and shows how to avoid them. It is suitable for classroom use and independent learning.

Paperback 978-0-521-69818-9

Speaking Test Preparation Pack for KET

Speaking Test Preparation Pack for KET for Schools

Elementary

These comprehensive teacher resource packs are written by experts in the exam. They include student worksheets with teacher’s notes and two sets of candidate visuals for Speaking test practice in class, as well as a DVD of an authentic Speaking test which shows students what to expect on the day of the test.

Paperback with DVD 978-0-521-86858-3

978-0-521-86860-4
Cambridge English: Official Exam Preparation Materials 2013

Cambridge English: Preliminary

Exam Practice Material

For Schools

Preliminary English Test (PET) for Schools

This exam follows the same formal and level as Cambridge English: Preliminary (PET) for Schools. The course focuses specifically on language revision and exam-type tasks. ‘Exam tips’, grammar and vocabulary exercises teach students to avoid common mistakes identified in the Cambridge Learner Corpus. Also, drawing on insights from English Profile, B1-level vocabulary is targeted and brought together in a wordlist based on key vocabulary from the units.

A complete practice test is included in the Student’s Book, while grammar sections and a grammar reference help students build up the accurate language structure necessary for the most challenging parts of the Reading and Writing paper. The CD-ROM provides interactive grammar, vocabulary, listening and exam practice.

Compact Preliminary for Schools

Sue Elliott and Amanda Thomas

Intermediate

• Eight units provide 50–60 teaching hours
• Two teen-inspired topics in each unit

Cambridge English: Preliminary

Exam Practice Material

for Schools

Preliminary English Test (PET) for Schools

This exam follows the same formal and level as Cambridge English: Preliminary (PET) for Schools. The course focuses specifically on language revision and exam-type tasks. ‘Exam tips’, grammar and vocabulary exercises teach students to avoid common mistakes identified in the Cambridge Learner Corpus. Also, drawing on insights from English Profile, B1-level vocabulary is targeted and brought together in a wordlist based on key vocabulary from the units.

A complete practice test is included in the Student’s Book, while grammar sections and a grammar reference help students build up the accurate language structure necessary for the most challenging parts of the Reading and Writing paper. The CD-ROM provides interactive grammar, vocabulary, listening and exam practice.

Compact Preliminary for Schools

Sue Elliott and Amanda Thomas

Intermediate

• Eight units provide 50–60 teaching hours
• Two teen-inspired topics in each unit

Cambridge English: Preliminary

Exam Practice Material

for Schools

Preliminary English Test (PET) for Schools

This exam follows the same formal and level as Cambridge English: Preliminary (PET) for Schools. The course focuses specifically on language revision and exam-type tasks. ‘Exam tips’, grammar and vocabulary exercises teach students to avoid common mistakes identified in the Cambridge Learner Corpus. Also, drawing on insights from English Profile, B1-level vocabulary is targeted and brought together in a wordlist based on key vocabulary from the units.

A complete practice test is included in the Student’s Book, while grammar sections and a grammar reference help students build up the accurate language structure necessary for the most challenging parts of the Reading and Writing paper. The CD-ROM provides interactive grammar, vocabulary, listening and exam practice.

Compact Preliminary for Schools

Sue Elliott and Amanda Thomas

Intermediate

• Eight units provide 50–60 teaching hours
• Two teen-inspired topics in each unit

Cambridge English: Preliminary

Exam Practice Material

for Schools

Preliminary English Test (PET) for Schools

This exam follows the same formal and level as Cambridge English: Preliminary (PET) for Schools. The course focuses specifically on language revision and exam-type tasks. ‘Exam tips’, grammar and vocabulary exercises teach students to avoid common mistakes identified in the Cambridge Learner Corpus. Also, drawing on insights from English Profile, B1-level vocabulary is targeted and brought together in a wordlist based on key vocabulary from the units.

A complete practice test is included in the Student’s Book, while grammar sections and a grammar reference help students build up the accurate language structure necessary for the most challenging parts of the Reading and Writing paper. The CD-ROM provides interactive grammar, vocabulary, listening and exam practice.

Compact Preliminary for Schools

Sue Elliott and Amanda Thomas

Intermediate

• Eight units provide 50–60 teaching hours
• Two teen-inspired topics in each unit
These Elementary Cambridge English: Key (KET) for Schools exam preparation. As well as six full practice tests, it offers easy-to-follow expert guidance and exam tips.

Online Practice Tests
Cambridge English: Key (KET) for Schools Elementary

These Online Practice Tests are designed to help learners prepare for the Cambridge English: Key (KET) and Cambridge English Key (KET) for Schools exams. Each test contains Reading and Writing, and Listening Practice tests, tutorials to show you what to do for each part of the test, automatic scoring, including feedback on performance, as well as answers and feedback you can print out.

You can take the Online Practice Test in Test Mode (where the full practice test resembles a live computer-based test as much as possible) or Learner Mode (with additional help throughout the test).
Objective PET

Second edition
Louise Hashemi and Barbara Thomas

Intermediate

- Suitable for exam preparation and General English courses
- 90 teaching hours, extendable to 120

Objective PET offers a fun, fast-paced approach to learning. Short units give learners a strong sense of progress, and 'Corpus spots' help students with a language that Cambridge English: Preliminary (PET) candidates typically find most challenging.

The accompanying CD-ROM contains lots of extra material including a free photocopiable test for additional exam preparation, and interactive word games for further vocabulary practice.

The Objective PET for Schools Practice Test booklet and Pack contain two practice tests to help students prepare for the Cambridge English: Preliminary (PET) for Schools exam.

In addition, the Objective PET Classware is an exciting way to encourage lively classroom interaction. Featuring the book and audio in one easy-to-use disc, it can be used with an interactive whiteboard or simply a computer and projector.

---

Complete PET

Emma Heyderman and Peter May

Intermediate

- Comprehensive exam preparation
- 70 teaching hours, extendable to 120
- Includes an authentic PET past paper

Aimed at teenagers and young adults, this 12-unit course combines thorough exam practice with stimulating topics to ensure that students are fully prepared for the exam.

Informed by the Cambridge Learner Corpus, exercises target areas that Cambridge English: Preliminary (PET) candidates typically find most challenging. Students will find lots of extra practice material on the CD-ROM, and the website also includes a Cambridge English: Preliminary (PET) for Schools practice test.

For teachers looking to add a new dimension to their teaching, the Complete PET Classware is an exciting way to encourage lively heads-up interaction. Featuring the book and audio in one easy-to-use disc, it can be used with an interactive whiteboard or simply a computer and projector.

---

www.cambridge.org/elt/exams
Objective PET
Second edition
Louise Hashemi and Barbara Thomas
Intermediate
- Suitable for exam preparation and General English courses
- 90 teaching hours, extendable to 120
Objective PET offers a fast, task-based approach to learning. Short units give learners a strong sense of progress, and the accompanying CD-ROM contains lots of extra material including a free photocopiable test for additional exam preparation, and interactive word games for further vocabulary practice.

The Objective PET for Schools Practice Test Booklets and Pack contain two practice tests to help students prepare for the Cambridge English: Preliminary (PET) for Schools exam. In addition, the Objective PET: Classroom is an exciting way to encourage lively classroom interaction. Featuring the book and audio in one easy-to-use disc, it can be used with an interactive whiteboard or simply a computer and projector.

Complete PET
Emma Heyderman and Peter May
Intermediate
- Comprehensive exam preparation
- 70 teaching hours, extendable to 120
- Includes an authentic PET past paper

As well as six full practice tests, it offers easy-to-follow expert guidance and tips. Includes a class set of 10 reusable exam papers and much more.

PET Direct
Sue Ireland and Joanna Kosta
Intermediate
- Exam practice CD-ROM with step-by-step guide to the exam
- Easy-to-follow topic based lessons
- 40-50 teaching hours, extendable to 80

This short course provides essential practice, tips and strategies for the Cambridge English: Preliminary (PET) exam. Interesting texts and topics, and fun, communicative activities ensure lessons are varied and engaging.

Insight into PET
Helen Naylor and Stuart Hagger
Intermediate
- Approximately 50 teaching hours
- One complete practice test is included
Specially written to prepare candidates for the Cambridge English: Preliminary (PET) exam, this short course combines exam coverage with enjoyable units to give students a clear sense of progress and achievement.

Practice Tests
Cambridge English: Preliminary for Schools
Intermediate
- Authentic Cambridge English Language Assessment examination papers
- Two books of practice tests for Cambridge English: Preliminary (PET) for Schools
- Cambridge English: Preliminary (PET) exam and two for Cambridge English: Preliminary (PET) for Schools. Each title contains four complete tests and each set is available with or without answers.
Online Practice Tests

Cambridge English: Preliminary (PET) for Schools

Intermediate

These Online Practice Tests are designed to help learners prepare for the Cambridge English Preliminary (PET) and Cambridge English: Preliminary for Schools (PET for Schools) exams. Each test contains: Reading and Writing, and Listening practice tests, tutorials to show you what to do for each part of the test, automatic scoring, including feedback on performance, as well as answers and feedback you can print out.

You can take the Online Practice Test in Test Mode (where the full practice test resembles a live computer-based test as much as possible) or Learner Mode (with additional help throughout the test).

Supplementary Material

Instant PET

Ready-to-use tasks and activities

Martyn Ford

Intermediate

• Suitable for Cambridge English: Preliminary (PET) for Schools

Packed with a variety of ready-to-use activities, this photocopiable resource also includes exam practice tasks and exam tips, making it ideal for Cambridge English: Preliminary (PET) candidates and General English learners alike. Organised by paper, the book gives teachers a flexible resource that they can tailor to their students’ needs.

Cambridge Vocabulary for PET

Sue Ireland and Joanna Kosta

Intermediate

Covering all the vocabulary needed for the Cambridge English: Preliminary (PET) exam, this handy practice book offers useful tips on vocabulary learning and test-taking exam tasks. Vocabulary is presented in realistic contexts and typical learner errors are highlighted to help candidates avoid classic pitfalls. It also gives extensive practice of exam tasks from the range of papers.

Cambridge Grammar for PET

Louise Hashemi and Barbara Thomas

Intermediate

This popular title provides clear explanations and extensive practice of exam tasks from the range of papers. It is presented in realistic contexts and typical learner errors are highlighted to help candidates avoid classic pitfalls. It also gives extensive practice of exam tasks from the range of papers.

The Official Top Tips for PET

Intermediate

This revision guide written by experts in the exam provides candidates with essential advice for each part of the exam papers. It includes examples, explanations, answer keys and general revision tips as well as a complete interactive practice test on CD-ROM. A video of a Speaking test gives candidates a clear idea of what to expect during the test.

Common Mistakes at PET…

and how to avoid them

Liz Driscoll

Intermediate

Based on an analysis of thousands of Cambridge English: Preliminary (PET) exam papers, this book highlights the typical mistakes students make and shows how to avoid them. With a full key to all exercises, it is suitable for classroom use or independent learning.

Speaking Test Preparation

Pack for PET

Speaking Test Preparation

Pack for PET

Sue Ireland

Intermediate

These comprehensive teacher resource packs are written by experts in the exam. They include student workbooks with teacher’s notes and two sets of candidate visuals for Speaking test practice in class, as well as a DVD of a Speaking test which shows students what to expect on the day of the test.

Cambridge English: First

First Certificate in English (FCE)

Cambridge English: First, also known as First Certificate in English (FCE), is an upper intermediate level qualification that shows learners are ready for study such as foundation and pathway courses, or for starting work in an English-speaking environment. The test is set at CEFR level B2.

Exam update 2015

The Cambridge English: First (FCE) and Cambridge English: First Certificate in English (FCE) for Schools exams are changing in January 2015.

• Look out for the 2015 revised exam logo to see which materials prepare candidates for the updated exams.

• Materials which prepare students for the current exams to the end of 2014 are still available.

Compact First

Second edition

Barbara Thomas and Laura Matthews

Upper Intermediate

Compact First is a concise and focused course which thoroughly prepares students for Cambridge English: First and First for Schools. The new Second editions prepare students for the revised 2015 exams. Eight units provide 50–60 hours of core material to maximise exam performance.

Exam tips, grammar and vocabulary exercises teach students to avoid common mistakes, while insights drawn from English Profile ensure that B2-level vocabulary is targeted and brought together in a wordlist based on key vocabulary from the units.

A complete practice test is included in the Student’s Book, with exclusive access to a further test and audio online. The CD-ROM provides interactive grammar, vocabulary and exam practice, including Listening and Use of English.

Compact First and Compact First for Schools first editions, offering preparation for the current specification are still available.
Online Practice Tests

Cambridge English: Preliminary (PET)
Cambridge English: Preliminary (PET) for Schools

Intermediate

These Online Practice Tests are designed to help learners prepare for the Cambridge English Preliminary (PET) and Cambridge English Preliminary (PET) for Schools exams. Each test contains: Reading and Writing, and Listening practice tests. Tutorials show you what to do for each part of the test, automatic scoring, including feedback on performance, as well as answers and feedback you can print out.

You can take the Online Practice Test in Test Mode (where the full practice test resembles a live computer-based test as much as possible) or Learner Mode (with additional help throughout the test).

Supplementary Material

Instant PET

Ready-to-use tasks and activities
Martyn Ford

Intermediate

• Suitable for Cambridge English: Preliminary (PET) for Schools

Packed with a variety of ready-to-use activities, this photocopiable resource also includes exam practice tasks and exam tips, making it ideal for Cambridge English: Preliminary (PET) candidates and General English learners alike. Organised by paper, the book gives teachers a flexible resource that they can tailor to their students’ needs.

Book with answers and Audio CD 978-0-521-60121-4
Book without answers 978-0-521-60120-7

Cambridge Vocabulary for PET

Sue Ireland and Joanna Kosta

Intermediate

Covering all the vocabulary needed for the Cambridge English Preliminary (PET) exam, this handy practice book offers useful tips on vocabulary learning and past exam tasks. Vocabulary is presented in realistic contexts and typical learner errors are highlighted to help candidates avoid classic pitfalls. It also gives extensive practice of exam tasks from the range of papers.

Book with answers and Audio CD 978-0-521-70821-0
Book without answers 978-0-521-70822-7

Cambridge Grammar for PET

Louise Hashemi and Barbara Thomas

Intermediate

This popular title provides clear explanations and extensive practice of the grammar needed at this level. Grammar is presented through listening material, allowing learners to develop their listening skills while they study. It also practises the full range of Cambridge English: Preliminary (PET) exam tasks from the Reading, Writing, Speaking and Listening papers.

Book with answers and Audio CD 978-0-521-40534-6
Book without answers 978-0-521-40535-3

The Official Top Tips for PET

Intermediate

This revision guide written by experts in the exam provides candidates with essential advice for each part of the exam papers. It includes examples, explanations, answer keys and general revision tips as well as a complete interactive practice test on CD-ROM. A video of a Speaking test gives candidates a clear idea of what to expect during the test.

Paperback with CD-ROM 978-0-521-69168-0

Common Mistakes at PET ... and how to avoid them

Liz Driscoll

Intermediate

Based on an analysis of thousands of Cambridge English Preliminary (PET) exam papers, this book highlights the typical mistakes students make and shows how to avoid them. With a full key to all exercises, it is suitable for classroom use or independent learning.

Paperback 978-0-521-40148-4

Speaking Test Preparation Pack for PET

Speaking Test Preparation Pack for PET for Schools

Intermediate

These comprehensive teacher resource packs are written by experts in the exam. They include student workbooks with teacher’s notes and two sets of candidate visuals for Speaking test practice in class, as well as a DVD of a Speaking test which shows students what to expect on the day of the test.

Paperback with DVD

Compact First

Second edition

Peter May

Upper Intermediate

Compact First is a concise and focused course which thoroughly prepares students for the Cambridge English First Certificate in English (FCE) and First for Schools. The new Second editions prepare students for the revised 2015 exams. Eight units provide 50–60 hours of core material to maximise exam performance.

Exam tips, grammar and vocabulary exercises teach students to avoid common mistakes, while insights drawn from English Profile ensure that B2–level vocabulary is targeted and brought together in a wordlist based on key vocabulary from the units.

A complete practice test is included in the Student’s Book, with exclusive access to a further test and audio online. The CD-ROM provides interactive grammar, vocabulary and exam practice, including Listening and Use of English.

Compact First and Compact First for Schools first editions, offering preparation for the current specification are still available.

Cambridge English: First

First Certificate in English (FCE) for Schools

This exam follows the same format and level as Cambridge English: First, the only difference is that the content and treatment of topics have been targeted at the interests and experiences of school-age learners.

Exam update 2015

The Cambridge English: First (FCE) and Cambridge English: First (FCE) for Schools exams are changing in January 2015.

• Look out for the 2015 revised exam logo to see which materials prepare candidates for the updated exams.

• Materials which prepare students for the current exams to the end of 2014 are still available.

The only official preparation materials for Cambridge English exams

www.cambridge.org/elt/exams
Objective First
Fourth edition
Annette Capel and Wendy Sharp
Upper Intermediate

• Suitable for both exam preparation and General English courses
• 70 teaching hours, extendable to 90

Written by experienced authors with in-depth knowledge of the exam, Objective First provides solid language development, lively class discussion and thorough training in exams skills over 24 short units. Drawing on examples from the Cambridge Learner Corpus and with vocabulary sections informed by the English Vocabulary Profile, Objective First ensures that the language learned is authentic, up to date and what is expected at this level.

Objective First Third edition, offering preparation for the current specification, is still available.

Making Progress to First Certificate
A pre-first course
Leo Jones
Intermediate towards Upper Intermediate

• 75 teaching hours, extendable to 100

Bridging the gap between intermediate level English and Cambridge English First (FCE), Making Progress to First Certificate covers the essential Cambridge English First (FCE) exam skills at a lower level than a traditional preparation course.

Practice Tests
Cambridge English: First
Cambridge English: First for Schools
Upper Intermediate

• Authentic Cambridge English Language Assessment examination papers
• Available for both current specification and revised 2015 exam

First Certificate Trainer
Six practice tests
Peter May
Upper Intermediate

These Trainers are the perfect companions for Cambridge English First and First for Schools exam preparation.

The first two tests are fully guided with step-by-step advice on how to tackle each paper, plus extra language practice activities to help students avoid typical exam mistakes. The answer key provides clear explanations, including model answers for the Writing paper.

Past Paper Packs
Upper Intermediate

Everything teachers need to give students practice for each paper-based exam. Includes a class set of 10 reusable exam papers and much more.
Objective First
Fourth edition
Annette Capel and Wendy Sharp
Upper Intermediate
• Suitable for both exam preparation and General English courses
• 70 teaching hours, extendable to 90
Written by experienced authors with in-depth knowledge of the exam, Objective First provides solid language development, lively class discussion and thorough training in exams skills over 24 short units.
Drawing on examples from the Cambridge Learner Corpus and with vocabulary sections informed by the English Vocabulary Profile, Objective First ensures that the language learned is authentic, up to date and what is expected at this level.
Objective First Third edition, offering preparation for the current specification, is still available.
Cambridge English Advanced
Certificate in Advanced English (CAE)

Cambridge English Advanced, also known as Certificate in Advanced English (CAE), is a high-level qualification in English for demanding academic and professional situations. It is set at CEFR Level C1.

Cambridge English Advanced empowers learners to follow academic courses at undergraduate level, participate with confidence in tutorials and seminars, carry out complex and challenging research, and communicate effectively at a managerial level.

Exam update 2015
The Cambridge English: Advanced (CAE) exam is changing in January 2015.

• Look out for the 2015 revised exam logo to see which materials prepare students for the updated exam.
• Materials which prepare students for the current syllabus to the end of 2014 are still available.

Compact Advanced
Peter May

• 50-60 teaching hours
• Offers concise, targeted exam preparation focussed on maximising your students’ exam performance
• Organised by exam skill, each unit deals with one part of each exam paper in turn

Compact Advanced is brand new preparation for the revised 2015 Cambridge English: Advanced (CAE) exam. It delivers intensive and thorough language revision underpinned with exam practice. It’s ideal for shorter courses or for use in conjunction with a general English course. Exam tips and advice throughout prepare students for the exam task which follows while Grammar, Vocabulary and error-correction exercises train students to avoid the common mistakes exam candidates make. Targeted vocabulary, based on English Profile, means students are permanently ‘on level’, and teachers have access to ten complete practice tests with audio.

Complete Advanced Second edition
Guy Brook-Hart and Simon Haines

Advanced

• Comprehensive exam preparation
• 90 teaching hours, extendable to 120

Complete Advanced Second edition prepares students for all areas of the Cambridge English: Advanced (CAE) exam.

With authentic texts from publications such as The Guardian and The Economist, and authentic dialogues from unscripted interviews with native speakers, the course prepares learners to deal with English as it is really used.

The Teacher’s Book provides extra photosensitive resources, including tests and activities, and the interactive CD-ROM accompanying the Student’s Book lets students tackle areas of difficulty at their own pace.

The first edition, Complete CAE, offering preparation for the current exam, is still available.
With a full key to all exercises, this book is suitable for classroom students make in their exams and shows how to avoid them. Based on an analysis of thousands of exam papers, this book highlights the typical mistakes (FCE) Upper Intermediate First Certificate … and how practice test on CD-ROM. A video of a Speaking test gives This revision guide written by experts in the exam. Grammar is presented First (FCE) exam. It contains: Reading, Writing, Use of English and Listening practice tests, tutorials to show you what to do for each part of the test, automatic scoring, including feedback on performance, as well as answers and feedback you can print out. You can take the Online Practice Test (in Text Mode (where the full practice test resembles a live computer-based test as much as possible) or Learner Mode (with additional help throughout the test).

Supplementary Material

Cambridge Grammar for First Certificate Second edition Louise Hashemi and Barbara Thomas Upper Intermediate Cambridge Grammar for First Certificate provides clear explanations and extensive practice of the grammar needed for the Cambridge English: First (FCE) exam. Grammar is presented through listening material, allowing learners to develop their listening skills while they study. It also practices the full range of Cambridge English: First tasks from the Reading, Writing, Speaking and Listening papers.

Cambridge Vocabulary for First Certificate Barbara Thomas and Laura Matthews Upper Intermediate Covering all the vocabulary needed for the Cambridge English: First (FCE) exam, this handy practice book offers useful tips on vocabulary learning and tackling exam tasks. Back with answers and Audio CD Book without answers Speaking Test Preparation Pack for FCE Speaking Test Preparation Pack for First for Schools Upper Intermediate These comprehensive teacher resource packs are written by experts in the exam. They include student worksheets with teacher’s notes and test sets of candidate visuals for Speaking test practice in class, as well as a DVD of an authentic Speaking test which shows students what to expect on the day of the test. Speaking Test Preparation Pack for FCE Paperback with DVD Speaking Test Preparation Pack for First for Schools Paperback with DVD

Practice Test App for iPhone The only official practice test app from experts in the exam. Instant feedback is provided with automatic scoring.

Exam update 2015

The Cambridge English: Advanced (CAE) exam is changing in January 2015.
• Look out for the 2015 revised exam logo to see which materials prepare students for the updated exam.
• Materials which prepare students for the current syllabus to the end of 2014 are still available.

Compact Advanced

Peter May

• 50-60 teaching hours
• Offers concise, targeted exam preparation focussed on maximising your students’ exam performance
• Organised by exam skill, each unit deals with one part of each exam paper in turn

Compact Advanced is brand new preparation for the revised 2015 Cambridge English: Advanced (CAE) exam. It delivers intensive and thorough language revision underpinned with exam practice. It’s ideal for shorter courses or for use in conjunction with a general English course. Exam tips and advice throughout prepare students for the exam task which follows while Grammar, Vocabulary and error-correction exercises train students to avoid the common mistakes exam candidates make. Targeted vocabulary, based on English Profile, means students are permanently ‘on level’, and teachers have access to test practice complete practice tests with audio.

Complete Advanced Second edition

Guy Brook-Hart and Simon Haines

• Comprehensive exam preparation
• 90 teaching hours, extendable to 120

Complete Advanced Second edition prepares students for all areas of the Cambridge English: Advanced (CAE) exam. With authentic texts from publications such as The Guardian and The Economist, and authentic dialogues from unscripted interviews with native speakers, the course prepares learners to deal with English as it is really used. The Teacher’s Book provides extra photocopiable resources, including tests and activities, and the interactive CD-ROM accompanying the Student’s Book lets students tackle areas of difficulty at their own pace. The first edition, Complete CAE, offering preparation for the current exam, is still available.
Objective Advanced
Fourth edition
Felicity O’Dell and Annie Broadhead
Advanced
• Suitable for both exam preparation and General English courses
• 70 teaching hours, extendable to 90
Written by experienced authors with in-depth knowledge of the exam, Objective Advanced provides solid language development, lively class discussion and thorough training in exams with over 25 short units to prepare students for the revised 2015 Cambridge English: Advanced (CAE) exam.
Drawing on examples from the Cambridge Learner Corpus, Objective Advanced ensures that the language learned is authentic, up-to-date and what is expected at this level.
The Student’s Book includes 10 ‘Exam Folders’ with in-depth advice on each exam task, while 10 ‘Writing Folders’ provide extra practice to help maximise exam success.
The Teacher’s Book offers complete support with time-saving ideas, including a Teacher’s Resources Audio CD/CD-ROM with a wordlist, regular progress tests and a complete authentic practice test.
The Third edition, offering preparation for the current exam, is still available.

Online Practice Test
Cambridge English: Advanced (CAE)
Advanced
This Online Practice Test contains: Reading, Writing, Use of English and Listening practice tests, tutorials to show you what to do for each part of the test, automatic scoring, including feedback on performance, as well as answers and feedback you can print out. You can try this Online Practice Test in Test Mode (where the full practice test resembles a live computer-based test as much as possible) or Learner Mode (with additional help throughout the test).

Supplementary Material
Cambridge Vocabulary for Advanced
Simon Haines
Advanced
Covering the vocabulary needed for the Cambridge English Advanced (CAE) exam, this handy practice book offers useful tips on vocabulary learning and tackling real exam tasks. Vocabulary is presented in realistic contexts and typical learner errors are highlighted to help candidates avoid classic pitfalls.

Common Mistakes at CAE ... and how to avoid them
Debra Powell
Advanced
Based on an analysis of thousands of Cambridge English: Advanced (CAE) exam papers, this book highlights the typical mistakes that students make and how to avoid them. With a full key to all exercises, this book is suitable for classroom use and independent learning.

The Official Top Tips for CAE
Advanced
This revision guide written by exam experts provides candidates with essential advice for each part of the exam papers. It includes clear examples, explanations, answer keys and general revision tips as well as a complete interactive practice test on CD-ROM. A video of a Speaking test gives candidates a clear idea of what to expect during the test.

The only official preparation materials for Cambridge English exams
Objective Advanced
Fourth edition
Felicity O’Dell and Annie Broadhead
Advanced
• Suitable for both exam preparation and General English courses
• 70 teaching hours, extendable to 90
Written by experienced authors with in-depth knowledge of the exam, Objective Advanced provides solid language development, lively class discussion and thorough training in exams with over 25 short units to prepare students for the revised 2015 Cambridge English: Advanced (CAE) exam.
Drawing on examples from the Cambridge Learner Corpus, Objective Advanced ensures that the language learned is authentic, up-to-date and what is expected at this level.
The Student’s Book includes 10 ‘Exam Folders’ with in-depth advice on each exam task, while 10 ‘Writing Folders’ provide extra practice to help maximise exam success.
The Teacher’s Book offers complete support with time-saving ideas, including a Teacher’s Resources Audio CD/CD-ROM with a wordlist, regular progress tests and a complete authored practice test.
The Third edition, offering preparation for the current exam, is still available.

Online Practice Test
Cambridge English: Advanced (CAE)
Advanced
This Online Practice Test contains: Reading, Writing, Use of English and Listening practice tests, tutorials to show you what to do for each part of the test, automatic scoring, including feedback on performance, as well as answers and feedback you can print out. You can take the Online Practice Test in Test Mode (where the full practice test resembles a live computer-based test as much as possible) or Learner Mode (with additional help throughout the test).

Supplementary Material
Cambridge Vocabulary for Advanced
Simon Haines
Advanced
Covering the vocabulary needed for the Cambridge English Advanced (CAE) exam, this handy practice book offers useful tips on vocabulary learning and tackling real exam tasks. Vocabulary is presented in realistic contexts and typical learner errors are highlighted to help candidates avoid classic pitfalls.

Practise Tests
Cambridge English: Advanced
Advanced
• Authentic Cambridge English Language Assessment examination papers
• Sets available for both the current exam specification and the revised 2014 exam

Advanced Trainer
Six practice tests
Felicity O’Dell
Advanced
Advanced Trainer is the perfect companion for Cambridge English Advanced (CAE) exam preparation. As well as six full practice tests, it offers easy-to-follow guidance and tips for exam success.

Past Paper Packs
Advanced
Everything teachers need to give students practice for the Cambridge English: Advanced exam.

Speaking Test Preparation Pack for CAE
Advanced
This comprehensive teacher resource pack has been written by exam experts. It includes sample workbooks with teacher’s notes and two sets of candidate visuals for Speaking test practice in class, as well as a DVD of an authentic Speaking test which shows students what to expect.

The Official Top Tips for CAE
Advanced
This revision guide written by exam experts provides candidates with essential advice for each part of the exam papers. It includes clear examples, explanations, answer keys and general revision tips as well as a complete interactive practice test on CD-ROM. A video of a Speaking test gives candidates a clear idea of what to expect during the test.

Practice Test App for iPhone
The only official practice test app from experts in the exams. Students can increase their chances of exam success by practising with authentic questions. Instant feedback is provided with automatic scoring.

Forthcoming in early 2015 for Revised exams:
Speaking Test Preparation Pack for Advanced
Grammar and Vocabulary for Advanced
Cambridge English: Official Exam Preparation Materials 2013

Cambridge English:

Proficiency

Certificate of Proficiency in English (CPE)

Proof of exceptional English ability

Cambridge English: Proficiency, also known as Certificate of Proficiency in English (CPE), remains the most thorough and comprehensive examination of Level C2 available, and continues to empower learners to study and work at the highest levels.

Cambridge English: Proficiency has undergone a number of significant revisions, and the March 2013 revision represents the latest stage in the examination’s development. The changes have made the test more user friendly, shorter and more suitable for study and career advancement purposes. The Use of English and Reading papers have been consolidated into one paper, reducing the overall length of the exam without compromising on the quality of the test.

Although the new combined paper will be shorter in length, there has been no significant shift in approach or in testing focuses covered – the revised paper will retain its General English non-specialist focus, tests will be drawn from the same range of sources as before, and the same range of both language systems knowledge and reading skills are included.

Objective Proficiency

Second edition

Annette Capel and Wendy Sharp

Proficiency

• For examinations from March 2013
• Updated edition of Objective Proficiency
• Interactive software contains activities for practice of exam skills, grammar and vocabulary

Objective Proficiency second edition has been fully updated for the revised exam.

A variety of challenging, lively topics provide thorough training in exam skills and high-level language development. This motivating, flexible material is also suitable for C2-level students interested in improving their General English.

Drawing from the Cambridge Learner Corpus, exercises and examples tackle areas that Proficiency students often find challenging. Regular ‘Exam Folders’ and ‘Writing Folders’ provide systematic exam preparation and practice, covering each paper in detail. ‘A Grammar folder’ is included to provide easy reference material with a variety of explanations and examples.

Student’s Book without answers with Downloadable Software

Student’s Book with answers with Downloadable Software

Teacher’s Book

Class Audio CDs (3)

Workbook without answers with Audio CD

Workbook with answers with Audio CD

Self-study Pack (Student’s Book with answers and Audio CDs (2))

Speaking Test Preparation Pack for Proficiency

Cambridge English Language Assessment

Proficiency

• Updated for March 2013 exam

This comprehensive teacher resource pack has been written by experts in the exam for the updated Cambridge English: Proficiency (CPE). It includes student worksheets with teacher’s notes and two sets of candidate visuals for Speaking test practice in class, as well as a DVD of an authentic Speaking test which shows students what to expect on the day of the test.

Speaking Test Preparation Pack for Cambridge English: Proficiency for updated exam

Paperback with DVD

Common Mistakes at Proficiency … and how to avoid them

Julie Moore

Proficiency

Based on an analysis of thousands of Cambridge English: Proficiency (CPE) examination papers, this book highlights the typical mistakes real students make and shows how to avoid them. With a full key to all exercises, this book is suitable for classroom use and independent learning.

Paperback

Self-study Pack available

www.cambridge.org/elt/exams
Cambridge English: Proficiency

Certificate of Proficiency in English (CPE)

Proof of exceptional English ability

Cambridge English: Proficiency, also known as Certificate of Proficiency in English (CPE), remains the most thorough and comprehensive examination of Level C2 available, and continues to empower learners to study and work at the highest levels.

Cambridge English: Proficiency has undergone a number of significant revisions, and the March 2013 revision represents the latest stage in the examination’s development. The changes have made the test more user-friendly, shorter and more suitable for study and career advancement purposes. The Use of English and Reading papers have been consolidated into one paper, reducing the overall length of the exam without compromising on the quality of the test.

Although the new combined paper will be shorter in length, there has been no significant shift in approach or in testing focuses covered – the revised paper will retain its General English non-specialist focus, tests will be drawn from the same range of sources as before, and the same range of both language systems knowledge and reading skills are included.

Objective Proficiency

Second edition
Annette Capel and Wendy Sharp

Proficiency
- For examinations from March 2013
- Updated edition of Objective Proficiency
- Interactive software contains activities for practice of exam skills, grammar and vocabulary

Objective Proficiency second edition has been fully updated for the revised exam.

A variety of challenging, lively topics provide thorough training in exam skills and high-level language development. This motivating, flexible material is also suitable for C2-level students interested in improving their General English.

Drawing from the Cambridge Learner Corpus, exercises and examples tackle areas that Proficiency students often find challenging. Regular ‘Exam Folders’ and ‘Writing Folders’ provide systematic exam preparation and practice, covering each paper in detail. ‘A Grammar folder’ is included to provide easy reference material with a variety of explanations and examples.

Practice Tests
Cambridge English: Proficiency

- Authentic Cambridge English Language Assessment examination papers
- For examinations from March 2013

Following the launch of the new Cambridge English: Proficiency (CPE) exam in March 2013 this new collection of authentic examination papers enables candidates to familiarise themselves with the content and format of the updated exam and to practise useful exam techniques.

Supplementary Material

Common Mistakes at Proficiency …
and how to avoid them

Julie Moore

Proficiency

Based on an analysis of thousands of Cambridge English: Proficiency (CPE) examination papers, this book highlights the typical mistakes real students make and shows how to avoid them. With a full key to all exercises, this book is suitable for classroom use and independent learning.

Speaking Test Preparation Pack for Proficiency

Cambridge English Language Assessment

Proficiency
- Updated for March 2013 exam

This comprehensive teacher resource pack has been written by experts in the exam for the updated Cambridge English: Proficiency (CPE). It includes student worksheets with teacher’s notes and two sets of candidate visuals for Speaking test practice in class, as well as a DVD of an authentic Speaking test which shows students what to expect on the day of the test.
## Cambridge English: Business Certificates

### Business English Certificates (BEC)

Achieve your ambitions in international business

Cambridge English: Business Certificates feature three certificates that provide a progressive way to develop and improve Business English ability, and make it easy for learners to prove to employers the exact level of their English skills:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tests</th>
<th>CEFR level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cambridge English: Business (BEC) Higher</td>
<td>C1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambridge English: Business (BEC) Vantage</td>
<td>B2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambridge English: Business (BEC) Preliminary</td>
<td>A2–B2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Business Benchmark

Second edition by Guy Brook-Hart and Norman Whitby

Pre-intermediate to Upper Intermediate

- 80 teaching hours, extendable to 120
- Preparation for Cambridge English: Business Preliminary, Cambridge English: Vantage or BULATS

This new edition of the popular Business Benchmark course is the official Cambridge English preparation course for either BULATS or Cambridge English: Business Certificates (BEC) exams. A fast-paced, topic-based course with comprehensive coverage of language and skills for business, it motivates and engages both professionals and students preparing for working life.

Authentic listening and reading materials, including interviews with business people, provide models for up-to-date business language. Drawing from the Cambridge Learner Corpus, grammar and vocabulary exercises help train students to avoid common mistakes and, 'grammar workshops' practise grammar in relevant business contexts.

Exams' skills' and 'Exam practice' sections take students step by step through a complete test, building their knowledge and confidence and helping to maximise their score. The Student's Book also includes a wordlist and a pocket-sized personal study score. The Student's Book also includes a wordlist and a pocket-sized personal study score.

The first edition of Business Benchmark Advanced / Higher level is still available. Please visit the website for more information.

Practice Tests

### Cambridge English: Business Certificates Preliminary, Vantage and Higher

Intermediate to Advanced

- Authentic Cambridge English Language Assessment examination papers
- Five collections of examination papers are available for each level of Cambridge English Business Certificates (BEC). Each title contains four complete tests.

#### Test Pack

- Preliminary: Cambridge BEC 1
  - Student's Book with answers
  - Self-study Pack (Student's Book with answers and Audio CD)
  - Self-study Pack (Student's Book with answers and Audio CD)
  - Audio CD

- Vantage: Cambridge BEC 2
  - Student's Book with answers
  - Self-study Pack (Student's Book with answers and Audio CD)
  - Self-study Pack (Student's Book with answers and Audio CD)
  - Audio CD

- Higher: Cambridge BEC 3
  - Student's Book with answers
  - Self-study Pack (Student's Book with answers and Audio CD)
  - Self-study Pack (Student's Book with answers and Audio CD)
  - Audio CD

#### Past Paper Packs

- Intermediate: Cambridge BEC 1
  - Past Paper Pack with CD
  - Cambridge English: Business Preliminary 2011
  - Includes a set of 10 reusable exam papers and much more.

Please visit the website for more information.
Cambridge English: Business Certificates

Business English Certificates (BEC)

Achieve your ambitions in international business

Cambridge English Business Certificates feature three certificates that provide a progressive way to develop and improve Business English ability, and make it easy for learners to prove to employers the exact level of their English skills:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tests</th>
<th>CEFR level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cambridge English: Business (BEC) Higher</td>
<td>C1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambridge English: Business (BEC) Vantage</td>
<td>B2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambridge English: Business (BEC) Preliminary</td>
<td>A2–B2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Business Benchmark

Second edition

Guy Brook-Hart and Norman Whitby

Pre-intermediate to Upper Intermediate

• 80 teaching hours, extendable to 120
• Preparation for Cambridge English: Business Preliminary, Cambridge English: Vantage or BULATS

This new edition of the popular Business Benchmark course is the official Cambridge English preparation course for either BULATS or Cambridge English: Business Certificates (BEC) exams. A fast-paced, topic-based course with comprehensive coverage of language and skills for business, it motivates and engages both professionals and students preparing for working life.

Authentic listening and reading materials, including interviews with business people, provide models for up-to-date business language. Drawing from the Cambridge Learner Corpus, grammar and vocabulary exercises help train students to avoid common mistakes and, 'grammar workshops' practise grammar in relevant business contexts.

'Exam skills' and 'Exam practice' sections take students step by step through a complete test, building their knowledge and confidence and helping to maximise their score. The Student’s Book also includes a wordlist and a pocket-sized personal study score. The Student’s Book also includes a wordlist and a pocket-sized personal study guide containing extra activities.

The first edition of Business Benchmark Advanced / Higher level is still available. Please visit the website for more information.

Practice Tests

Cambridge English: Business Certificates

Preliminary, Vantage and Higher

Intermediate to Advanced

• Authentic Cambridge English Language Assessment examination papers

Five collections of examination papers are available for each level of Cambridge English Business Certificates (BEC). Each title contains four complete tests.

Past Paper Packs

Intermediate

Everything teachers need to give students practice for each paper-based exam.

Includes a class set of 10 reusable exam papers and much more.
BULATS
Business Language Testing Service
The global benchmark for workplace language skills
BULATS (Business Language Testing Service) is designed to test the language of employees who need to use a foreign language at work. It is also suitable for learners and employees on professional business courses where foreign language ability is an important element of the course. BULATS measures candidates’ results on a scale of 1–100, which equates to CEFR Levels A1 to C2.

Online Self-study Course for BULATS
Intermediate to Advanced
BULATS preparation is now available as a 100% online course for self-study, or as part of a blended learning course. These 50-hour courses cover Levels B1–C1 of the CEFR and are organised into three modules: Reading and Listening (30 hours); Speaking (10 hours); and Writing (10 hours). Students can complete the entire course, or work on particular modules which are available individually.

BULATS Blended Learning Course
The BULATS Blended Learning Course is available in the following combinations of classroom and online study:
• 60%–70% Online, 30%–40% Classroom

Essential BULATS
David Clark
Intermediate to Advanced
• 15–20 teaching hours
Suitable for classroom use or self-study, this short course is for anyone preparing to take the BULATS test. Organised by paper, the book provides practice for all parts of the test – the Standard Test, the Writing Test and the Speaking Test – and the CD-ROM provides an introduction to the Computer-based Test. Short sections make it easy for students to study around busy schedules and a full answer key is included so students can check their answers. A sample practice test section is also included.

Business Benchmark
See page 20 for full details of this BULATS preparation course.

IELTS
International English Language Testing System
IELTS puts people first
IELTS (International English Language Testing System) is the world’s leading test of English for international migration and higher education, taken by over 1.6 million people a year. IELTS is designed to test English at all CEFR levels and is accepted by over 6,000 institutions, employers and government bodies worldwide. There are two different IELTS modules:

IELTS Academic
The Academic module is for candidates wishing to study at undergraduate or postgraduate levels or seeking professional registration.

IELTS General Training
The General Training module is for candidates wishing to migrate to an English-speaking country and those wishing to train or study at below degree level.
BULATS
Business Language Testing Service
The global benchmark for workplace language skills
BULATS (Business Language Testing Service) is designed to test the language of employees who need to use a foreign language at work. It is also suitable for learners and employees on professional/business courses where foreign language ability is an important element of the course. BULATS measures candidates’ results on a scale of 1-100, which equates to CEFR Levels A1 to C2.

Online Self-study Course for BULATS
Intermediate to Advanced
BULATS preparation is now available as a 100% online course for self-study, or as part of a blended learning course. These 50-hour courses cover Levels B1-C1 of the CEFR and are organised into three modules: Reading and Listening (30 hours); Speaking (10 hours); and Writing (10 hours). Students can complete the entire course, or work on particular modules which are available individually.

BULATS Blended Learning Course
The BULATS Blended Learning Course is available in the following combinations of classroom and online study:
• 60%-70% Online, 30%-40% Classroom

Essential BULATS
David Clark
Intermediate to Advanced
• 15-20 teaching hours
Suitable for classroom use or self-study, this short course is for anyone preparing to take the BULATS test. Organised by paper, the book provides practice for all parts of the test – the Standard Test, the Writing Test and the Speaking Test – and the CD-ROM provides an introduction to the Computer-based Test. Short sections make it easy for students to study around busy schedules and a full answer key is included so students can check their answers. A sample practice test section is also included.

Business Benchmark
See page 20 for full details of this BULATS preparation course.

IELTS
International English Language Testing System
IELTS puts people first
IELTS (International English Language Testing System) is the world’s leading test of English for international migration and higher education, taken by over 1.6 million people a year.
IELTS is designed to test English at all CEFR levels and is accepted by over 6,000 institutions, employers and government bodies worldwide. There are two different IELTS modules:

IELTS Academic
The Academic module is for candidates wishing to study at undergraduate or postgraduate levels or seeking professional registration.

IELTS General Training
The General Training module is for candidates wishing to migrate to an English-speaking country and those wishing to train or study at below degree level.

Complete IELTS
Guy Brook-Hart and Vanessa Jakeman
Intermediate to Advanced
Bands 4-5, Bands 5-6.5, Bands 6.5-7.5
• Comprehensive exam preparation for Academic and General Training modules
• 50 teaching hours, extendable to 70
• Includes authentic IELTS practice test
• Bands 4-5 interactive ebook now available

Complete IELTS features topic-based units combining stimulating themes with thorough exams practice aimed at young adults. Comprehensive information and advice, including support for the Speaking and Writing papers, on every part of the Academic module ensures that students are fully prepared for the test.

Informed by the Cambridge Learner Corpus, Complete IELTS includes examples and exercises which target areas that IELTS candidates typically find most challenging. Students will find lots of extra skills, grammar and vocabulary exercises on the CD-ROM packaged in the back of the book.
The invaluable Teacher’s Book contains full teaching notes, answer keys and advice on exam tasks, and also provides extra photocopiable resources.

Complete IELTS Bands 4-5 eBooks:
• Designed specifically to work on tablets – iPad optimised
• Provide a wide range of interactive exercise types
• Both Student’s Book and Workbook eBooks include integrated audio
For information about the eBooks available please visit cambridge.org/ebooks
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Objective IELTS

An IELTS preparation course in two levels

Vanessa Jakeman and Clare McDowell

Intermediate to Advanced

• Suitable for Academic and General Training modules
• Includes regular test-type exercises
• Suitable for classroom use or self-study

New Insight into IELTS

Vanessa Jakeman and Clare McDowell

Upper Intermediate

• Suitable for Academic and General Training modules
• Includes regular test-type exercises
• Suitable for classroom use or self-study

Step Up to IELTS

A short IELTS course

Vanessa Jakeman and Clare McDowell

Intermediate to Upper Intermediate

• Suitable for Academic and General Training modules
• Suitable for classroom use or self-study

The Official Cambridge Guide to IELTS

Pauline Cullen, Amanda French and Vanessa Jakeman

Elementary to Advanced

• Suitable for self-study students at all levels covering both the Academic and General Training modules
• Exercise is based on research into real IELTS candidates' exam answers - and the mistakes they make, so that you don't make the same ones!
• Eight practice tests ensure that students are completely familiar with the exam and are able to perform with confidence

Action Plan for IELTS

A last-minute self-study plan

Vanessa Jakeman and Clare McDowell

Intermediate to Upper Intermediate

• 25 study hours, extendable to 30
• Ideal for last-minute self-study. Contains a full answer key, with recording scripts and sample answers

This short, self-study guide for students about to take the IELTS test gives a concrete plan of action for success. The Academic module is suitable for students around Band 6 and the General Training module for students around Band 5.
Objective IELTS
An IELTS preparation course in two levels
Annette Capel, Wendy Sharp and Michael Black

Intermediate to Advanced
Bands 5-6, Bands 6-7
• Suitable for Academic and General Training modules
• CD-ROM for extra skills practice
• 80 teaching hours, extendable to 120

This two-level preparation course provides comprehensive training for both the Academic and General Training modules of IELTS.

Short units emphasise progress, and the course uses analysis of errors made in real IELTS candidates’ papers to help students avoid typical mistakes. Regular ‘Test folders’ and ‘Writing folders’ give guidance and practice in every aspect of the test.

The Workbook offers extra practice, including ‘Writing workout’ sections and a complete IELTS Reading module.

The Student’s Book CD-ROM provides a wealth of extra support including up to 20 extra hours of IELTS skills practice and a voice-recording feature for students to practise pronunciation.

New Insight into IELTS
Vanessa Jakeman and Clare McDowell

Upper Intermediate
• Suitable for Academic and General Training modules
• Includes regular test-type exercises
• 80 teaching hours, extendable to 120

New Insight into IELTS gradually builds up the skills, language and test techniques that students need to approach the test with confidence. Appropriate for both Academic and General Training candidates, it is intended for use with students around Band 6 to 6.5 level.

Suitable for classroom use or self-study, the course explores the test paper by paper, giving an exam overview as well as looking in detail at the various task types and giving handy test tips for each. The Workbook contains a full IELTS practice test.

Step Up to IELTS
A short IELTS course
Vanessa Jakeman and Clare McDowell

Intermediate to Upper Intermediate
• Suitable for Academic and General Training modules
• Approximately 60 teaching hours
• Pocket-sized Personal Study Book provides extra vocabulary, grammar and writing practice
• Test practice sections at the end of each unit together constitute a whole sample IELTS test

Designed to quickly cover essential exam skills and familiarise students with the test, Step Up to IELTS gives sound exam tips and advice on maximising band scores in approximately 60 hours of teaching time. Covering both the Academic and General Training modules, the course gradually builds exam skills. Practice is given through shorter, achievable exam-style tasks, progressing to more challenging tasks at authentic test level.

The Official Cambridge Guide to IELTS
Pauline Cullen, Amanda French and Vanessa Jakeman

Elementary to Advanced
• Suitable for self-study students at all levels covering both the Academic and General Training modules
• Exercises are based on research into real IELTS candidates’ exam answers - and the mistakes they make, so that you don’t make the same ones!
• Eight practice tests ensure that students are completely familiar with the exam and are able to perform with confidence
• Videos of the Speaking test provide a head start in a part of the exam which is tricky to prepare

The Official Cambridge Guide to IELTS is THE definitive guide to IELTS from the experts in the exam itself. The most thorough and authoritative preparation available for this life-changing exam, it includes language and skills development, with a focus on test-taking strategy, to help students maximise their band-score.

Action Plan for IELTS
A last-minute self-study plan
Vanessa Jakeman and Clare McDowell

Intermediate to Upper Intermediate
• 25 study hours, extendable to 30
• Ideal for last-minute self-study. Contains a full answer key, with recording scripts and sample answers

This short, self-study guide for students about to take the IELTS test gives a concise plan of action for success. The Academic module is suitable for students around Band 6 and the General Training module for students around Band 5.
Online Self-study Course for IELTS

Pre-Intermediate to Advanced

The full online course contains 100 hours of online study. Students can complete the entire course, or work on particular modules of Reading, Writing, Speaking and Listening (25 hours each) which are available individually.

IELTS Blended Learning Course

The IELTS Blended Learning Courses are available in the following combinations of classroom and online study:

- IELTS Academic Blended Learning Course (Bands 4.5–5.5) 50%-55% online, 45%-50% classroom
- IELTS Academic Blended Learning Course (Bands 6.0–7.5) 60%-75% online, 25%-45% classroom

Online Practice Tests

IELTS Academic and General Training

Intermediate to Proficiency

These Online Practice Tests are designed to help learners prepare for the IELTS Academic and General Training tests.

Each test contains Listening, Reading and Writing practice tests, tutorials to show you what to do for each part of the test, automatic scoring, including feedback on performance, as well as answers and feedback you can print out.

You can take the Online Practice Test in Text Mode or Learner Mode with additional help throughout the test.

Supplementary Material

Instant IELTS

Ready-to-use tasks and activities
Guy Brook-Hart

Upper Intermediate to Advanced

Package includes ready-to-use exam practice activities, this photocopiable resource blends IELTS-type tasks with lively discussions and role plays to create a range of stimulating lessons.

Common Mistakes at IELTS...
and how to avoid them
Pauline Cullen and Julie Moore

Intermediate/Bands 5.0–6.0

Advanced/Bands 6.0–7.0

Based on an analysis of thousands of IELTS exam papers, these books highlight the typical mistakes real students make and show how to avoid them. With a full key to all exercises, these books are suitable for classroom use and independent learning.

Cambridge Grammar for IELTS

Diana Hopkins and Pauline Cullen

Intermediate to Proficiency

Cambridge Grammar for IELTS presents clear explanations and extensive practice of the grammar needed for the IELTS test. Grammar is presented throughout the material, allowing learners to develop their listening skills while they study. The book also provides a wide range of tasks from the Academic and General Training Reading, Writing and Listening modules.

Cambridge Vocabulary for IELTS

Pauline Cullen

Upper Intermediate

Cambridge Vocabulary for IELTS covers Academic and General Training vocabulary needed for the IELTS test. This handy practice book offers useful tips on vocabulary learning and how to approach the exam. Vocabulary is presented in realistic contexts and typical learner errors are highlighted to help candidates avoid classic pitfalls. It also gives extensive practice of exam tasks.

The only official preparation materials for Cambridge English exams
Online Self-study Course for IELTS
Pre-Intermediate to Advanced
The full online course contains 100 hours of online study. Students can complete the entire course, or work on particular modules of Reading, Writing, Speaking and Listening (25 hours each) which are available individually.

IELTS Blended Learning Course
The IELTS Blended Learning Courses are available in the following combinations of classroom and online study:
- IELTS Academic Blended Learning Course (Bands 4.5–5.5) 50%–65% online, 40%–50% classroom
- IELTS Academic Blended Learning Course (Bands 6.0–7.5) 60%–75% online, 25%–45% classroom

Supplementary Material

Instant IELTS
Ready-to-use tasks and activities
Guy Brook-Hart
Upper Intermediate to Advanced

Common Mistakes at IELTS … and how to avoid them
Pauline Cullen and Julie Moore
Intermediate/Bands 5.0–6.0
Advanced/Bands 6.0–7.0

Cambridge Grammar for IELTS
Diana Hopkins and Pauline Cullen
Upper Intermediate

Cambridge Vocabulary for IELTS
Pauline Cullen
Upper Intermediate

Cambridge Blended Learning Course
Upper Intermediate to Proficiency

Book with answers and Audio CD
Book and Audio CD Pack
Paperback with DVD

IELTS Academic and General Training
Intermediate to Proficiency
These Online Practice Tests are designed to help learners prepare for the IELTS Academic and General Training tests.

Each test contains Listening, Reading and Writing practice tests, tutorials to show you what to do for each part of the test, automatic scoring, including feedback on performance, as well as answers and feedback you can print out.

You can take the Online Practice Test in Test Mode or Learner Mode with additional help throughout the test.

IELTS Intermediate to Proficiency
- Authentic Cambridge English Language Assessment examination papers (Books 2–9)
  Each collection contains four complete authentic examination papers for the IELTS Academic module plus extra Reading and Writing papers for the General Training module. Suitable for self-study, the books also include tapescripts and a comprehensive answer section.
Supplementary Material continued

Cambridge Vocabulary for IELTS Advanced
Pauline Cullen
Advanced
Covering the vocabulary needed for the IELTS test at Band 6.5 and above, this handy practice book offers useful tips on vocabulary learning and tackling real exam tasks. Vocabulary is presented in realistic contexts and typical learner errors are highlighted to help candidates avoid classic pitfalls. It also gives extensive practice of exam tasks from the Listening, Reading, Writing and Speaking papers.

Top Tips for IELTS Academic and General Training
Intermediate to Proficiency
These revision guides written by experts in the exams provide candidates with essential advice for each part of the test papers. They include clear examples, explanations, answer keys and general revision tips as well as a complete interactive practice test on CD-ROM. A video of a Speaking test gives candidates a clear idea of what to expect during the test.

IELTS Reading Practice Test Apps for Mobile
The only official practice test apps from the people who write and set the exams. Students can increase their chances of exam success by practising with authentic questions. Instant feedback is provided with automatic scoring.

TKT (Teaching Knowledge Test)
A flexible path to a teaching qualification
Teaching English is an enjoyable and rewarding profession that can create opportunities for a lifelong career that teachers can pursue in many countries.

Teaching Knowledge Test (TKT) has been developed for people who:
- are already teaching, but would like to take an internationally recognised qualification to gain formal recognition for their experience
- want to enhance their career opportunities by broadening their teaching experience into specialist areas
- want to keep their teaching skills up to date.

TKT is modular and flexible, allowing teachers to fit their studies around their work and other commitments.

The TKT Course Modules 1, 2 and 3
- Completely up to date to reflect recent changes to TKT
- Includes three new TKT practice tests

The TKT Course Modules 1, 2 and 3 Online
- Now available online
- Adapted for use as a fully online course or as part of a blended training programme.

Online access code card

The TKT Course Training Activities CD-ROM
- Contains 30 specially designed teacher training activities
- TKT trainers can use this material to tackle each of the core TKT modules in turn

The TKT Course CLIL Module
- Clearly explains CLIL terms and concepts to assist non-specialist teachers
- Full answer key makes it perfect for self-study

The TKT Course KAL Module
- Self-study course prepares teachers and trainee teachers for the Knowledge About Language (KAL) Module
- Written by an experienced TKT KAL specialist in collaboration with Cambridge ESOL

CELTA
Certificate in Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
CELTA is an initial qualification for people with little or no previous teaching experience and opens up a whole world of exciting teaching opportunities.

Because it is awarded by Cambridge ESOL, part of the world-famous University of Cambridge, you can rely on its quality and recognition. Learners may be considering a career in English language teaching and view CELTA as an entry into a good teaching position in another country. Alternatively, learners may be graduates wanting a qualification which provides a sound basis in the fundamentals of language teaching practice.

The CELTA Course
- The official CELTA coursebook
- Ideal for use as a reference both during training and in practice
Supplementary Material continued

Cambridge Vocabulary for IELTS Advanced
Pauline Cullen

Covering the vocabulary needed for IELTS at Band 6.5 and above, this handy practice book offers useful tips on vocabulary learning and tackling real exam tasks. Vocabulary is presented in realistic contexts and typical learner errors are highlighted to help candidates avoid classic pitfalls. It also gives extensive practice of exam tasks from the Listening, Reading, Writing and Speaking papers.

IELTS Reading Practice Test Apps for Mobile
The only official practice test apps from the people who write and set the exams. Students can increase their chances of exam success by practising with authentic questions. Instant feedback is provided with automatic scoring.

TKT (Teaching Knowledge Test)
A flexible path to a teaching qualification
Teaching English is an enjoyable and rewarding profession that can create opportunities for a lifelong career that teachers can pursue in many countries.

Teaching Knowledge Test (TKT) has been developed for people who:
• are already teaching, but would like to take an internationally recognised qualification to gain formal recognition for their experience
• want to enhance their career opportunities by broadening their teaching experience into specialist areas
• want to keep their teaching skills up to date.

TKT is modular and flexible, allowing teachers to fit their studies around their work and other commitments.

The TKT Course Modules 1, 2 and 3
• Completely up to date to reflect recent changes to TKT
• Includes three new TKT practice tests

The TKT Course Modules 1, 2 and 3 Online
• Now available online
• Adapted for use as a fully online course or as part of a blended training programme

The TKT Course Training Activities CD-ROM
• Contains 30 specially designed teacher training activities
• TKT trainers can use this material to tackle each of the core TKT modules in turn

The TKT Course CLIL Module
• Clearly explains CLIL terms and concepts to assist non-specialist teachers
• Full answer key makes it perfect for self-study

The TKT Course KAL Module
• Self-study course prepares teachers and trainee teachers for the Knowledge About Language (KAL) Module
• Written by an experienced TKT KAL specialist in collaboration with Cambridge ESOL

CELT A
Certificate in Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
CELT A is an initial qualification for people with little or no previous teaching experience and opens up a whole world of exciting teaching opportunities.

Because it is awarded by Cambridge ESOL, part of the world-famous University of Cambridge, you can rely on its quality and recognition. Learners may be considering a career in English language teaching and view CELTA as an entry into a good teaching position in another country. Alternatively, learners may be graduates wanting a qualification which provides a sound basis in the fundamentals of language teaching practice.

The CELTA Course
• The official CELTA coursebook
• Ideal for use as a reference both during training and in practice

The only official preparation materials for Cambridge English exams
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